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Abstract—Rapidly advancing 3D scanning technologies are 
enabling ready creation of augmented reality (AR) space from an 
arbitrary physical space. However, it remains a challenging task 
for an autonomous virtual character to create natural motion in 
the AR space purely based on the geometric information 
acquired by 3D scanners. Aiming to create contact-rich poses for 
virtual characters adaptive to the arbitrary shapes of objects, we 
present a graph-based data structure, Contact Surface (CS) 
Graph, that structuralizes the point cloud data and pre-computes 
important geometric information of objects with respect to 
generating virtual character’s poses. The CS graph supports 
building contact poses by matching a node representing an 
object’s contact surface to a virtual character’s body segment in 
real time. Tests for constructing CS graphs have been performed 
for a set of indoor objects including chairs and tables. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
As 3D scanning technology advances rapidly and becomes 

affordable (e.g. Microsoft’s Kinect), creating an AR 
environment in real time is becoming more and more possible. 
However, since 3D scanners usually output only geometric 
information regarding the environment as the point cloud, 
virtual characters cannot readily interact with the real objects 
due to the lack of information necessary for such interactions 
[1]. 

Conventionally, the interaction between a virtual character 
and objects, virtual or real, has been realized by manually 
specifying the interaction between the two offline, e.g., by 
tagging objects with predefined information on the interaction. 
This approach requires significant effort for defining the 
interaction, effort that one can hardly expect non-experts to 
perform without difficulty. Also, the offline process hinders the 
immediate interaction between the virtual characters and the 
objects. Therefore, the conventional approach is unsuitable for 
an AR application in which a user scans an arbitrary 
environment to create an AR environment and then the 
autonomous virtual characters make interactive motions in real 
time. To realize such an application, it will be important to 
develop a technique that automatically extracts useful 
information from the point cloud data for creating adaptive 
motions of virtual characters to interact with the environment. 

Among many kinds of interactions between the virtual 
characters and the objects, we focus on creating virtual 
characters’ poses adaptive to the real objects, especially 
furniture, such as chairs and desks. Virtual character would 
most frequently contact furniture in the indoor environment. 

However, creating contact-rich poses adaptive to the complex 
and various shapes of furniture remains challenging. 

To this end, we develop a graph-based data structure for the 
objects, dubbed Contact Surface Graph (CS Graph), for 
efficiently finding contact-rich poses for virtual characters. By 
analyzing the point cloud data representing the geometry of the 
environment, we divide the geometry of an object into a set of 
Contact Surfaces (CSs), which are geometric units to determine 
where to make contact. Each node of a CS Graph, called 
Contact Surface Node (CS Node), corresponds to a CS, and it 
contains the geometric information of the CS, such as the 
location, area, and the normal direction of the surface. We 
maintain the topology of CSs by connecting adjacent CSs with 
edges. 

The CS Graph structuralizes the point cloud data and pre-
computes objects’ important geometric information in order to 
generate virtual character poses in real time. We present an 
efficient computational framework to construct the CS Graphs 
in this paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 
The 3D point cloud is a widely-used output format for 

today’s 3D scanners. Because the raw 3D point cloud lacks any 
useful information except the point locations, many researchers 
have focused on extracting the scanned environment’s 
geometric information from those massively scattered points 
[2]. 

Graph-based structure is useful for representing various 
types of data [3-7], and it can also effectively represent 
geometric information in the point cloud. Such an approach 
allows for a compact and intuitive shape abstraction that is 
invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling, a helpful property 
for comparing objects or scenes. Regarding the object 
comparison, Natali has suggested a skeletal representation, 
called Point Cloud Graph, which generalizes the Reeb graph to 
arbitrary point clouds. In the scene comparison, Fisher 
represents the scene as graphs that encode models and their 
semantic relationships while defining a kernel that can compare 
two graphs and capture the similarity between their 
corresponding scenes. We also use graphs in order to manage 
point clouds and search a set of pairs associated between CS 
nodes and a virtual character’s body segments. 

In order to interact with the object of interest in the 3D 
point cloud where points for objects and backgrounds are 
mixed, it is necessary to first segment point cloud data into 
objects and backgrounds. To this end, Radu [8] uses objects’ 
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geometric information; meanwhile, Grabner [9] detects 
affordance to classify location types. In the former, they fit 
primitive shapes to the point clouds located on the plane on 
which they assume objects can be manipulated. They introduce 
a hybrid model comprised of primitive shapes and triangular 
meshes, which are classified as outliers during the fitting 
procedure. The triangle meshes are then used for collision 
avoidance in the manipulation task. In detecting affordance, 
they classify locations based on whether a particular character 
pose can be applied at the location or not. They use a novel 
detector for deciding whether the character can perform the 
given function on that location. This approach is similar to ours 
because it uses the information of character pose, but our 
method focuses on segmenting an object into surfaces in order 
to efficiently find contact-rich poses for virtual characters. 

III. CONTACT SURFACE GRAPHS 
Since most 3D scanners produce only the point cloud data 

of the scanned environment, the only information available is 
the 3D positions of sample points on the environments’ 
surfaces. It would be very time-consuming, if not impossible, 
to allow proper poses of a virtual character with respect to the 
point cloud only. Therefore, it will be advantageous to 
structuralize the point cloud data and pre-compute useful 
geometric information related to creating natural poses for 
virtual characters, which is the goal of constructing the CS 
Graphs. 

A. Contact Surface Nodes 
A basic element of the CS Graph is the contact surface. To 

make virtual character contact with CS, the points in a CS have 
similar normal directions, at least locally. We will call a 
contact surface active if the CS is in contact with a virtual 
character. Figure 1 shows an example of an object divided into 
a set of CSs.  

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) A segmented object (b) The object’s CSs, which are distinguished 
as unique colors. 

 

A CS Node contains the following information regarding 
the corresponding CS:  

� Location of the center point 
� Normal direction 
� Area 
� The radius and the center of the largest inscribed circle  
� The largest inscribed square 
� Indices of the voxels that include the CS 

The normal direction is used to create proper orientation of 
the virtual character’s contacting body segment, and the 
radiuses of the largest inscribed circle and square are used to 
determine whether the CS is large enough to make contact with 
a certain body segment.  

For efficient computation, we voxelize the space and 
associate each point with a voxel. A CS Node also contains the 
corresponding voxels. The procedure to construct contact 
surface nodes is detailed in Section 4. 

B. Spatial Relationship of Contact Surfaces and Minimum 
Distance Table 
In the case of creating multiple contacts between a virtual 

character and an object, it would be reasonable to search for a 
new active CS from those near the active CSs determined 
previously. Therefore, we manage the spatial relationship of 
the CSs by connecting the adjacent CSs with an edge in the CS 
Graph. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Body segments of a virtual character and (b) geometrical 
illustration of a CS graph. Assume that the leg length g in (a) is smaller than a 
but greater than b in (b) and A, B, C, D, E, and F are CS nodes. If the pelvis is 
in contact with A, then the active candidate nodes with respect to a foot are A, 
B, C, and F because their minimum distances from A are less than g. However, 
depending on the actual location of the pelvis, the foot may not be able to 
actually contact with B, C, or F. 

TABLE I.  MINIMUM DISTANCE TABLE FOR ALL PAIRS IN A CS GRAPH IN 
FIGURE 2 (B): V DENOTES THE SIZE OF THE VOXEL 

 A B C D E F 
A 0 V b  b+c f V 
B V 0 V c c+d a 
C b V 0 V d a+b 
D b+c c V 0 V e 
E f c+d d V 0 V 
F V a a+b e V 0 

 
Suppose that two body segments of a virtual character 

make contact with an object. Since the two body segments 
have a maximum distance that they can be apart, the selected 
CS candidates must be within that maximum distance. For 
example, if a hip is in contact with a certain CS, the other CS to 
be in contact with the foot must be within the distance of the 
leg length. Therefore, it is useful to pre-compute the minimum 
distance between the CSs, which can be used to check whether 
a pair of body segments can make contact with a specified pair 
of CSs. In this case, note that the distance should be defined as 
the length of a penetration-free path between a pair of CSs, i.e., 
the path should not penetrate into the object. We have 
constructed a table of the minimum distances between a pair of 
CSs. Table 1 shows the minimum distances table for the CG 
graph in figure 2 (b). 

Figure 2 shows an example of minimum distances between 
two CSs. The minimum distance between A and B is the size of 
voxel because they are adjacent, and that between A and C is b. 
As figure 2 shows, depending on the actual contact point inside 
the CS, it may not be possible for a pair of CSs to make contact 
with a pair of body segments—even if their minimum distance 
is less than the maximum distance of the specified body 
segments. However, a CS with a minimum distance greater 
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than the maximum distance of a body segment can never 
contact the body segment. Hence, the minimum distance table 
provides sufficient condition with which a CS and a body 
segment can contact. The next section details how to construct 
the table. Note that we only compute the properties related to 
objects’ geometry, regardless of the geometric features of the 
characters. Thus, once created, the CS Graph and minimum 
distance table can be used for the interaction of an object with 
various characters of any scale and size. 

IV. CONSTRUCTING CONTACT SURFACE GRAPHS 
In this section, we explain how to construct the CS Graphs 

as well as the minimum distance table. Figure 3 shows the 
overall procedure to make CG Graphs from point cloud data 
representing objects in the environment. 

A. Object Segmentation 
The point cloud data generated by a 3D scanner consists of an 
undistinguished mixture of points for multiple objects. For the
effective utilization of the point cloud for the object-character 
interaction, we segment the point cloud into separate objects.
The object segmentation also may be useful for planning
behaviors of virtual characters in 3D virtual space [10]. 

   
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Fig.3. Overall procedure to construct CS Graphs:(a) point cloud, (b) object 
segmentation, (c) clutering contact surface, (d) Building CS graphs 

 
The segmentation process starts by voxelizing the space. A 

voxel that includes points inside is marked as an active voxel. 
Then we find a set of active voxels that are contiguous with 
each other, a set that is identified as an object. The size of 
voxel is important for the quality of the segmentation; therefore, 
it should be determined depending on the density of the point 
cloud and the volume of the scanned space. For example, if the 
number of points increases in the same volume, it should be 
voxelized finer because the average distance between points 
decreases. Therefore, our framework adaptively decides the 
size by using a bounding box and the number of points in the 
point cloud. The width, length, and height of a voxel are 
determined by dividing each dimension of the bounding box 
with a weight value defined as follows: 

pvweight /=
(1)

where v is the volume of the bounding box and p is the 
number of points.  

B. Creating Contact Surface Nodes 
 ‘Chair’, ‘Table’, and ‘Bed’ are abstract expressions of 

object categories. If we can recognize the object categories 
from the point cloud data, it will be beneficial to creating 
suitable poses for virtual characters’ functional use of the 
object. Object recognition is an open research area, and we 
assume that the object categories are not available. Instead, we 
take a bottom-up approach: We attempt to make contact poses 
of a virtual character by adjusting each body segment to the 
shape of an object, without knowing the object categories.  

 To this end, we define Contact Surface, which is an area of 
an object with similar geometric features for contacts. A CS 
can be paired with multiple body segments. An object is 
divided into CSs by clustering active voxels in the object. For 
clustering, we use the normal vector of each voxel, which is 
obtained from a planar fitting process. Specifically, given 
points                         in a voxel, we fit a plane defined as 

 1=++ CzByAx  (2) 
to minimize the sum of the squared errors. A vector (A, B, C) 
is normalized to define the normal vector   aaaaaaaaaaaaa               
of the voxel j. 

A CS is created by clustering contiguous voxels with the 
similar normal directions. We measure the difference dj of the 
normal vector of a vertex j as its inner product with the normal 
vector of neighboring voxels. We decide that the two voxels 
are in the same CS if dj is greater than the threshold, defined as 
follows: 

1• j-jj nn=d  
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As mentioned in Section 3.1, we compute some geometric 

features of a CS as follows: 

� Location of the center point: average coordinates of all the 
voxels included in a CS.  

� Normal direction: Average of the normal vectors of the 
voxels 

� Area: Sum of the areas of the voxels 
� The radius and the center of the largest inscribed circle: The 

largest inscribed circle in the area made by the voxels. 
� The largest inscribed square: The largest inscribed square in 

the area made by the voxels. 
� Indices of the voxels included in the CS 

 
Finally, a CS graph is built by connecting CS Nodes with 

adjacent CSs. 

C. Computing Minimum Distances 
We define minimum distance between CSs A and B as the 

length of the shortest path between any two voxels vA and vB, 
where vA and vB are included in A and B, respectively. A naïve 
approach to compute minimum distance would be to construct 
a graph of active voxels with edges created between adjacent 
active voxels, and then to run the shortest paths algorithms 
through all pairs to find the shortest paths between every pair 
of voxels. Minimum distance between two CSs can be found 
by finding the shortest pair of voxels from one CS to the other. 
However, the large number of voxels makes this approach 
prohibitive.  

Instead, we take a two-step approach. In the first step, we 
find minimum distances between all pairs of voxels belonging 
to the same CS. Then we create a graph of voxels consisting 
only of those voxels on the border of the surfaces (Figure 4). 
We create edges between all pairs of voxels in the same CS 
with the edge weight marked as their minimum distance as 
well as between adjacent voxels belonging to different CSs. 
The edge weight is the size of the voxel. Finally, we run the 

),,(= jjjj CBAn
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shortest paths algorithm through the all pairs again to find the 
minimum distances between CSs. 

Figure 4 shows an example of finding minimum distance 
between A and E, as identified as the length of a path a. 
Minimum distance between A and B is the size of the voxel 
because they are adjacent. 

 
Fig. 4. Finding minimum distance among CS nodes 

V. EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we explain how to construct the CS Graphs 

as well as the minimum distance table. Figure 3 shows the 
overall procedure to make CG Graphs from point cloud data 
representing objects in the environment. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) 

Fig. 5. (a) Point cloud (the number of points: 577260) (b) Voxelization 
(only active voxels are visualized) (c) Object segmentation (d) Clustering 
contact surfaces (e) Creating CS graphs. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(a) (b) (c) 
 
Fig. 6. (a) A red point on the right is a contacted CS node. On the right is a 

visualization of the CS Graph. The red node indicates a contacted CS node. 
The neighboring CS nodes are extracted from a CS graph. (b) The CS nodes 
with a minimum distance of 7 or below. (c) The CS nodes with a minimum 
distance of less than or equal to 13. 

We apply our framework to a point cloud comprising 
577260 points and a simple structural skeleton of a virtual 
character in figure 2 (a). As shown in figure 4, the point cloud 
is segmented into 3 objects, thus creating three CS graphs. For 

testing minimum distances, we use two virtual characters that 
have different body scales: The leg lengths are 7 and 13, 
respectively. The pelvis is in contact with the upper surface of 
a chair’s seat marked with A in figure 5 (d). Figure 5 shows the 
candidate CS nodes that can be contacted by the feet. The right 
side in figure 6 (a) shows the CS nodes adjacent to the active 
CS node (marked with a red point). The left figure visualizes 
the points of the candidate CS nodes that can be paired with the 
foot. Figure 6 (b) shows the result for leg length 7. Nodes with 
distance less than 7 from the seat are visualized. Figure 6 (c) 
shows the results for the leg length 13.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we described a graph-based data structure, 

Contact Surface Graph, which structuralizes the point cloud 
data of objects and pre-computes important geometric 
information of the objects in terms of their contact with virtual 
characters. For nodes composed in a CS graph, we divide an 
object into several units and called the units the Contact 
Surface Node. We make a CS graph by connecting CS nodes 
that are geometrically adjacent. The CS nodes include a variety 
of geometric information and become active according to 
contact points and characteristics of the virtual character’s 
body segment. In matching the CS nodes to the virtual 
character’s body segments, the CS Graph helps generate 
contact-rich poses for a virtual character adaptive to the 
arbitrary shapes of objects in real time. 
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